
184 FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF

cular clump, their fine river scenery. The background beyond

rises into a magnificent pyramid of foliage, the apex of which

is formed by the tall hanging wood on the steep acclivity, and.

which sweeps downwards on each side in graceful undulations,

now rising, now falling, according to the. various heights of the

trees or the inequalities of the ground. The angular space

between the two forks of the valley occupies the foreground.

It sinks in its descent towards the apex,-for the pyramid-is

of course an inverted one, -from a scene of swelling acclhr.

ities, fringed with a winding belt of squat, broad-stemmed

beeches, into a soft sloping lawn, in the centre of which,

deeply embosomed in wood, rise the white walls of the man.

sian-house. And such, as they at present exist, are the Lea

sowes,- the singularly ingenious composition inscribed on an

English hill-side, which employed for twenty long years the

taste and genius of Shenstone. An eye accustomed to con

template nature merely in the gross, and impressed bu by vast

magnitudes or by great multiplicity, might not find much to

admire in at least the more secluded scenes,-in landscapes a

furlong or two in extent, and composed of merely a few trees, a

few slopes, and a pond, or in gloomy little hollows, with inter

lacing branches high over head, and mossy runnels below.

But to one not less accustomed to study the forms than to feel

the magnitudes,-who can see spirit and genius in even a

vignette, beauty in the grouping of a clump, in the sweep of a

knoll, in. the convexity of a mossy bank, in the glitter of a

half-hidden stream, or the blue gleam of a solitary loclian,

one who can appreciate all in nature that the true landscape.

painter admires and develops, -will still find much to engage

him amid the mingled woods and waters, sloping accliVitiCS,

and hollow valleys, of the Leasowes. I have not yet seen a

piece of ground of equal extent that exhibits a tithe of its
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